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The Sally Clark case

Two of his three children are dead. His wife is in jail
for their murder. And he’s sure that she is innocent.
Matthew Rushton meets Steve Clark, a City finance
lawyer who must also now campaign for justice
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The Sally Clark case

Following a 17-day trial
before Mr Justice Harrison, on
9 November 1999 Sally was
convicted of the murder of her
two children, with leave to
appeal on the receipt of fresh
evidence.
The Clarks brought an
appeal on five grounds in
October 2000. They challenged
medical and statistical evidence, and the trial judge’s direction of
the jury. Lord Justice Henry, Mrs Justice
Bracewell and Mr Justice Richards still
found that there was ‘an overwhelming
case’ against Sally. Her appeal was
dismissed.
Sally remains in prison at Bullwood
Hall, Essex.
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Tough sentences
The interview that Steve Clark gave for
Legal Business lasted just over an hour,
during a brief respite between meetings
with clients.
With five years of haunting misery to
communicate in 70 minutes, a sense of

urgency prevails. He sticks
Sally
to the facts – there’s no
emotional browbeating. He
confesses no expertise in
criminal law beyond what he
hose who came into contact with Sally Clark agree that she was a
can remember from univerkind, caring, loving mother. This view is borne out by a legion of
sity. But he believes that you
health visitors, midwives, doctors, home-helps, families, friends,
don’t need great specialist
neighbours and colleagues. Witnesses including paramedics, doctors,
knowledge to share the view
nurses and police officers said that that neither baby had marks on its
of many observers: that
body when it entered the hospital – that both were well nourished and
principles of natural justice
cared for.
were conspicuously absent
Sally is the daughter of a retired police divisional commander. She
from Sally’s trial.
has no previous convictions. She is a qualified lawyer – indefinitely
‘You start any trial like this
suspended from practice, but not struck-off. Staggering as it may
two-nil down,’ he explains.
sound, she is confident that the system she believes wrongly
‘There’s a mother in the dock
convicted her will also set her free.
and the public assume she’s
there for a reason.’ Two
It’s a far cry from the City, this arena.
unexplained infant deaths are, underIt’s the dirty, low-rent end of the law.
standably, treated as suspicious.
‘The jury were 12 people just dragged
Twelve expert witnesses gave evioff the street,’ he says.
dence at the trial. The key was Dr
He doesn’t blame the jury, thinking
Alan Williams, the local Home Office
more that they were misdirected and
pathologist who carried out postmisinformed. ‘The moment my wife was
mortems on both the babies. It was he
sentenced, I lost all faith in the criminal
and he only who ventured a certain
justice system – the system I was taught
cause of death for them: murder.
to respect, the system that’s held up as
Steve Clark believes that the prosean example to the world,’ he says.
cution’s case hung on the accuracy of
Dr Williams’s findings and that the
doctor certified the death of both babies
Threats to society
incorrectly. At trial, other pathologists –
The jury found Sally guilty by a 10-2
paediatric specialists, including those
majority. The resulting double life
called by the prosecution – said it was
sentence followed as a matter of course.
not possible to be fully certain of a cause
By pleading ‘not guilty’ throughout,
of death for either child.
Sally Clark had given up any chance
Dr Williams is not a paediatric
of remission should the verdict go
specialist, he is a Home Office patholoagainst her.
gist. Both the Clarks and Dr Cowan,
Her position, though, is anomalous.
the duty paediatrician at the hospital on
Two factors influence sentencing policy:
the night of Harry’s death, requested
deterrence and retribution. Had she
that a paediatric specialist conduct
pleaded guilty to infanticide, Sally
the post-mortem. Their requests were
would probably be on probation now,
not granted.
not in prison. But she rejected the idea
The General Medical Council is curthat that she should plead guilty to
rently investigating complaints about
something she did not do.
Dr Williams, following challenges to his
Innocent mothers accused of this
behaviour and competence by people
appalling crime face an impossible
including Martin Bell OBE, formerly
dilemma if found guilty: be vilified
the Clarks’ constituency MP. However,
as child killers and remain free, or
nothing has been proved to suggest
languish innocently in jail for life.
that he is anything other than entirely
The notion that Sally poses a threat to
competent.
society is rejected wholesale by all those
who know her personally, and – since
the campaign for her release began
Emotions
to gather momentum – by many who
The emotive nature of sudden infant
do not.
death seems to compel society to hold
Steve believes that the inaccurate stasomeone to account. But sudden infant
tistic quoted by Professor Meadow (see
death remains a mystery. The more
box, ‘Not a vital statistic?’) at the trial
plausible explanations involve genetic
ultimately swung the verdict against his
inheritance.
wife. He believes that the Court of
Steve is beyond reacting to what he
Appeal was wrong in deciding the statissees as this gross injustice – he’s lived
tic merely represented a ‘sideshow’ comwith it every minute for nearly three
pared to the other evidence. After all, the
years. But when it comes to what he
media had a field day with that (now
sees as the cack-handed blundering of
widely discredited) figure. ‘If The Sun
the criminal justice system, he’s furious.
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teve Clark won’t let us take his
picture. He’s nervous about
attracting publicity after landing a plum job in corporate
finance at a major City law firm. No
photo, no firm name. Now he’ll talk.
Clark is husband to a woman much vilified by the media during her murder
trial in 1999. Sally was made out to be a
career-mad, heavy-drinking depressive.
Husband, father, lawyer, lonely
And she was convicted.
Three years on and circumstances have
Three years previously, things
forced Steve Clark back into the City,
were quite different. Two successful
aged 39. He’s currently living in
Addleshaw Booth & Co lawyers were
Chelmsford, Essex, and while he misses
having fun: fast car, large house, money
his house in Cheshire, workwise things
in the bank and their first baby on the
are going well. For a finance lawyer ‘it’s
way. They’d worked for it. Both were
like coming home’ he enthuses. ‘In
In happier times – Sally Clark in her Cheshire garden
successful lawyers, and Steve had made
terms of quality of work, there’s no
partner at the firm. They’d moved from
comparison. It’s like suddenly finding
Christopher and Harry, found retinal
London to an affluent corner of
yourself in the Premiership after banghaemorrhages on Harry and attributed
Cheshire for a better quality of life,
ing along on the bottom of the Nationhis death to shaken-baby syndrome.
somewhere pleasant to raise a family…
wide League.’ Sorry, Addleshaws.
The Clarks were first arrested on 23
The Clarks’ first child was born on 22
He’s keen to add, though, that
February 1998, on suspicion of murderSeptember 1996, a healthy, bright-eyed
Addleshaws had been very supportive,
ing Harry. They were then re-arrested
baby boy. They named him Christopher.
but the trial inevitably meant he had
on suspicion of murdering Christopher.
The usual circus of health visits, checkto give up his job. Events over the
The Crown Prosecution Service charged
ups and vaccinations proceeded as
following 14 months put him on a
Sally Clark – five months pregnant at
normal when suddenly, one evening 11
different track.
the time – with the murder of both her
weeks later, Christopher died. The
‘I lost everything,’ he says. ‘My car,
babies in July 1998.
Clarks thought their world had ended.
my house and my savings.’ That said,
A post-mortem followed, conducted by Dr Alan Williams
(about whom more later), and
Not a vital statistic?
the death certificate showed
that Christopher had died of a
respiratory tract virus – a
tragic, natural death to which
Recent research at Manchester University found a
nterpretation of post-mortem evidence is hotly
some infants are vulnerable.
disputed and occasionally manipulated to suit
genetic cause associated with cot death. The chances
The Clarks’ devastation
contrived academic theories. It makes the matter
of suffering a second cot death following one such
was total. After counselling
tougher for the jurors when high-flying forensic experts
tragedy can be as high as one in four. This gave the
and grieving, they decided
doubt each other. Notions of histological confirmation
Clarks the ammunition they needed to take the case
that having another baby was
and idiopathic pulmonary haemosiderosis are not helpful
before the Court of Appeal.
the best possible healing
The Court of Appeal accepted that the ‘one in 73
to the layman. They need something concrete, decisive
process. Sally soon became
million’ statistic was wrong and accepted that the trial
and tangible. In the Clark case, it came like a rifle shot
pregnant again.
from Professor Sir Roy Meadow. A leading paediatric
judge had misdirected the jury over it. But the Court
On 29 November 1997,
dismissed the statistic as a ‘sideshow’. This seems a
expert, he tore through the academic jargon with one
three weeks premature but
strange supposition. Would a jury really have been
particularly memorable statistic: ‘The chances of two
still healthy, Harry was born.
unmoved by a figure which was featured so
such deaths being natural are one in 73 million.’ A highly
The Clarks were overjoyed.
persuasive figure: you have a five times greater chance
prominently in press coverage of the trial? And what’s
That Christmas, they really
of winning the national lottery than there is that Sally
more, the trial judge referred to the statistic in setting
had something to celebrate.
Clark is innocent. The importance of the statistic cannot
the tariff that Sally must serve. BBC Five Live
But the following January, just
interviewed a jury member who said the statistic was a
be overstated – ‘One in 73 million’ was the headline
eight weeks after he was born,
decisive factor in arriving at its decision.
carried by most national newspapers covering the trial,
Harry was dead.
The Court of Appeal nonetheless found the
including The Sun, with a readership of several million.
Dr Williams, the patholoWhat if that mathematics was not quite up to scratch?
evidence against Sally ‘overwhelming’.
gist who examined both

he’d do it all again. And he doesn’t
accept that he’s lost his wife. He and
their son make the half-hour drive to
Bullwood Hall most weekends. It’s a
time-consuming process which Steve
describes as ‘degrading and distressing’
for all of them. Visits last two hours.
And then it’s back to work.
Although Steve was offered partnership at a couple of City firms after his 14month break from practice, he preferred
to start again as an associate. ‘In some
ways I’m lucky,’ he reflects. ‘I have a job
that lets me stop, start and move around.
Not having the pressures of partnership
has given me the chance to get back up to
speed.’ He expects to be in the running,
though, when the next round of partnership promotions comes around.
Outside the security of a major law
firm, inevitably things are tough. He
still looks after the couple’s three-yearold son. Born in November 1998, that
son spent the first year of his life in care,
and a court order forbids publication of
his name. ‘It’s one consolation that he’s
too young to know what’s really going
on at the moment,’ says Steve. ‘But he’ll
want to know soon.’ The clock is ticking. Meanwhile, his mother faces 14
more years in jail.
In looking after his son, Steve is fortunate to have the services of the home
help/nanny who worked for them in
Cheshire. She was present at their house
nine ‘til five throughout all the trauma.
And yet when Steve had to move to
London, she was happy at the age of 32
to uproot herself and move too. ‘There’s
no greater vote of confidence than that,’
acknowledges Steve with gratitude.
Recent weeks have been busy and
demanded long hours. Steve copes as
best he can, ‘but my son still needs his
mother,’ he states, flatly. This detached,
deliberately unemotional statement is
typical. He’s matter-of-fact. There are
no appeals for sympathy.
Steve embodies Northern grit. A
gentle, tamed Yorkshire accent belies a
steel core. He’s angry. But don’t expect
tantrums. Expect resolve. He’s composed and focused on the battles ahead
– which at the moment involve
campaigning to persuade the Home
Secretary to utilise his powers over the
reduction of sentence tariffs. He possesses the assurance of a man who
knows that somehow he will succeed.

The Sally Clark case

‘I am not some lovelorn fool doggedly supporting
my wife out of some misplaced sense of loyalty.’
Steve Clark

▲

runs “One in 73 million” as its headline
on the case, how can the Court of Appeal
decide that it didn’t influence the jury?,’
he asks, shrugging his shoulders.
Yet the Court of Appeal found the
case against Sally overwhelming. Steve
makes no attempt to disguise his
contempt for its decision, saying the
judgment was at best ‘intellectually
dishonest’. He believes that the Court
cherry-picked only the evidence that
upheld the prosecution’s case. He claims
that the Court failed to acknowledge
that Dr Williams’s reliability was critical
to the safety of the conviction. He claims
that the Court gave disproportionate
weight to Dr Meadow’s evidence – in
particular his unproved behavioural
theories about parent killers – and
ignored the testimony of defence experts
of equal standing. He claims that the
Court relied on inadmissible evidence
regarding Sally’s alleged drink problem
to support their judgment. And finally –
and fundamentally – he believes that
the Court drew illogical, unsafe and
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categorically incorrect conclusions from
the evidence presented.

Courage and conviction
Anyone who’s been through as much
as Steve over the last five years, and

Supporting Sally

T

he Legal Business readership is one of the most well
connected, influential, and intelligent that any
magazine is lucky enough to have. We’d ask anyone reading
this to utilise any or all of those traits, should they share
the mounting concern over the treatment of Sally Clark.
Full press debate, articles and details of whom to
contact are available through www.sallyclark.org.uk.
Among the leading lights – in the legal profession and
beyond – who have already declared their support or
expressed reservations about the case are Rodger
Pannone, senior partner of Pannone & Partners, and
Baroness Helena Kennedy QC, as well as the Lords Parry
Mitchell and David Owen.

hauled himself back into the upper
echelons of a tough profession like the
law, deserves credit.
Steve Clark knows that his personal
credibility – his absolute belief that
there has been a miscarriage of justice –
offers as strong a case as there is for
Sally’s innocence. The courts didn’t like
his evidence, but Clark is laying it on
the line: ‘I am not some lovelorn fool
doggedly supporting my wife out of
some misplaced sense of loyalty. I am
a 39-year-old Cambridge University
law graduate, a qualified solicitor, who
has pored over the evidence and who
has taken expensive, high-level legal
and medical advice throughout. I
know my wife did nothing to harm
our children.’
He’s no fool, agreed. But it is for the
Home Secretary to decide whether Sally
is set free. And only the Criminal Cases
Review Commission can overturn her
conviction. In the meantime, the Clarks
need all the support they can get. ❐
matthew.rushton@legalease.co.uk

